Treating hematological malignancies with cell therapy: where are we now?
Adoptive cell therapy (ACT) is becoming an increasingly successful and widespread form of treatment for different types of cancer. Compared to chemotherapy or monoclonal antibodies, ACT is an active biological strategy, with infused immune cells featuring dynamic migration, expansion and long-term persistence properties. ACT in hematological malignancies offered the initial proof of principle of the feasibility for this innovative 'live-drug'. In this review, the authors summarize the clinical results achieved with two specific strategies in hematological malignancies: chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) and T cell receptor (transgenic TCR) redirected T cells. Moreover, they discuss the recent pre-clinical studies aimed at increasing the feasibility, safety and efficacy of ACT. ACT can promote cancer regression in patients with leukemia, lymphoma and multiple myeloma. Nevertheless, more precise targeting of tumor cells and containment of side effects are needed. Overcoming tumor-associated immunosuppressive mechanisms and preventing tumor escape are also emerging as critical barriers. Finally, simplification in the manufacturing procedures should promote wider application of these technologies outside academic centers. Although the enthusiasm for ACT-based therapies is high, comprehensive and systematic clinical studies are required to advance the field.